1
00:00:55,820 --> 00:01:06,180
tastic story Linda yes this really is
2
00:01:00,210 --> 00:01:09,269
and it was a year ago in February 2016
3
00:01:06,180 --> 00:01:12,240
Welsh residents living west of Cardiff
4
00:01:09,269 --> 00:01:15,269
in the Penn Turk region were puzzled by
5
00:01:12,239 --> 00:01:18,419
a gray colored twin propeller driven
6
00:01:15,269 --> 00:01:20,609
airplane that began flying in figure
7
00:01:18,420 --> 00:01:25,200
Eight's over their houses at midday On
8
00:01:20,609 --> 00:01:28,259
February 24th 2016 periodically the
9
00:01:25,200 --> 00:01:30,600
plane would fly out into a big circle
10
00:01:28,259 --> 00:01:33,228
and then return to repeat the
11
00:01:30,599 --> 00:01:37,079
figure-eight pattern over and over
12
00:01:33,228 --> 00:01:39,239
according to 53 year old Cass Clarke she
13
00:01:37,079 --> 00:01:42,420
has lived in Penn Turk two miles from
14
00:01:39,239 --> 00:01:46,500
launch essent for the past 25 years and
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15
00:01:42,420 --> 00:01:48,439
knows that region in Wales very well but
16
00:01:46,500 --> 00:01:51,420
she and her next-door neighbor Dave
17
00:01:48,439 --> 00:01:53,519
they've never seen a twin propeller
18
00:01:51,420 --> 00:01:56,399
plane to figure Eight's and large
19
00:01:53,519 --> 00:01:59,969
circles over their houses before and it
20
00:01:56,399 --> 00:02:02,489
did not end on February 24th the
21
00:01:59,969 --> 00:02:06,478
figure-eight plane persisted for three
22
00:02:02,489 --> 00:02:09,179
days and into the night Dave called the
23
00:02:06,478 --> 00:02:12,479
military defense office and emailed them
24
00:02:09,179 --> 00:02:16,409
to ask why this plane was over there
25
00:02:12,479 --> 00:02:19,500
Penn Turk houses but no one admitted
26
00:02:16,409 --> 00:02:22,250
even knowing that there was any airplane
27
00:02:19,500 --> 00:02:26,098
that was theirs in the area
28
00:02:22,250 --> 00:02:28,439
frustrated Tazz and Dave said that
29
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00:02:26,098 --> 00:02:30,750
because they could not get any answers
30
00:02:28,439 --> 00:02:33,780
from the sorority's about why this plane
31
00:02:30,750 --> 00:02:37,650
was there that they decided on the early
32
00:02:33,780 --> 00:02:43,979
morning of February 26th around midnight
33
00:02:37,650 --> 00:02:46,469
ish of 2016 to go in to Casas garden to
34
00:02:43,979 --> 00:02:49,768
watch this persistent plane that was
35
00:02:46,469 --> 00:02:54,719
still flying and it had been four hours
36
00:02:49,769 --> 00:02:57,989
and then at 2:00 a.m. a huge AWACS plane
37
00:02:54,719 --> 00:03:00,990
and helicopter showed up and what
38
00:02:57,989 --> 00:03:04,520
unfolded after that seemed to fall in
39
00:03:00,990 --> 00:03:08,060
the category of some kind of millet
40
00:03:04,520 --> 00:03:10,750
hurry attack on a UFO all of this caught
41
00:03:08,060 --> 00:03:13,699
the attention of the Swansea UFO network
42
00:03:10,750 --> 00:03:16,069
base further west of launch essent and
43
00:03:13,699 --> 00:03:18,349
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Penn Turk they have been investigating
44
00:03:16,069 --> 00:03:21,139
what happened that night and one of
45
00:03:18,349 --> 00:03:23,900
their members Gary Jones sent me emails
46
00:03:21,139 --> 00:03:26,119
about the dramatic events that have not
47
00:03:23,900 --> 00:03:29,659
been reported beyond the small local
48
00:03:26,120 --> 00:03:33,650
West wealth town I wanted to learn more
49
00:03:29,659 --> 00:03:38,120
and I recently joined them
50
00:03:33,650 --> 00:03:40,909
he and caz Clark they talked with me in
51
00:03:38,120 --> 00:03:44,800
a joint recorded phone interview that
52
00:03:40,909 --> 00:03:48,139
begins now with calves from Penn Turks
53
00:03:44,800 --> 00:03:49,850
at midday on the 24th of February I
54
00:03:48,139 --> 00:03:53,329
looked up and I could see this small
55
00:03:49,849 --> 00:03:55,400
gray 20 propeller-driven plane flying in
56
00:03:53,330 --> 00:03:57,650
bigger place and then they fly out into
57
00:03:55,400 --> 00:04:00,439
a big circle and come back and repeat
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58
00:03:57,650 --> 00:04:03,950
the pattern and this went on day and
59
00:04:00,439 --> 00:04:06,199
night then for three days did you or
60
00:04:03,949 --> 00:04:09,169
your neighbor call the police or a
61
00:04:06,199 --> 00:04:11,000
military office what was happening yes
62
00:04:09,169 --> 00:04:13,099
my next-door neighbor called the
63
00:04:11,000 --> 00:04:15,229
Ministry of Defense and emailed them and
64
00:04:13,099 --> 00:04:17,680
ask them about the plane
65
00:04:15,229 --> 00:04:21,529
notice that they had a plane in the area
66
00:04:17,680 --> 00:04:24,949
that would seem strange that a UK
67
00:04:21,529 --> 00:04:27,679
citizen would be calling the mod-2 asked
68
00:04:24,949 --> 00:04:29,439
about a plane and simply get we don't
69
00:04:27,680 --> 00:04:31,819
have anything in the area without
70
00:04:29,439 --> 00:04:35,420
security police somebody coming to
71
00:04:31,819 --> 00:04:38,269
investigate right and no one came to
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72
00:04:35,420 --> 00:04:41,990
investigate where you are living in Penn
73
00:04:38,269 --> 00:04:44,569
Turk no nobody I would think that if
74
00:04:41,990 --> 00:04:48,680
there was something going on for three
75
00:04:44,569 --> 00:04:52,339
days 72 hours of a plane doing figure 8
76
00:04:48,680 --> 00:04:55,490
over a neighborhood that there would be
77
00:04:52,339 --> 00:04:59,179
the ability to call police and have them
78
00:04:55,490 --> 00:05:01,910
come well in my opinion the police and
79
00:04:59,180 --> 00:05:05,449
the military was both involved in this
80
00:05:01,910 --> 00:05:07,580
it wasn't an exercise after the second
81
00:05:05,449 --> 00:05:09,889
day at the plane continuing flying
82
00:05:07,579 --> 00:05:11,539
backwards and forwards actually
83
00:05:09,889 --> 00:05:12,680
disgusted with my neighborhood and we
84
00:05:11,540 --> 00:05:14,330
went out in the garden and we watched
85
00:05:12,680 --> 00:05:17,870
this plane going backwards and forward
86
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00:05:14,329 --> 00:05:20,149
for several hours now I got to
87
00:05:17,870 --> 00:05:22,910
to a.m. in the morning and just as I was
88
00:05:20,149 --> 00:05:25,310
about to go into the house a big III
89
00:05:22,910 --> 00:05:28,100
country playing turned us a wax plane
90
00:05:25,310 --> 00:05:30,230
with a big mushroom on his back and the
91
00:05:28,100 --> 00:05:33,230
small propeller driven planes left the
92
00:05:30,230 --> 00:05:35,780
area immediately and this a wax plane
93
00:05:33,230 --> 00:05:38,150
started to do big circles
94
00:05:35,779 --> 00:05:41,089
I live on top of a mountain so you can
95
00:05:38,149 --> 00:05:42,799
see all the way around for miles and we
96
00:05:41,089 --> 00:05:46,429
estimated that it was about five minutes
97
00:05:42,800 --> 00:05:49,040
to do one revolution the plane circled
98
00:05:46,430 --> 00:05:52,490
seven times because the first light
99
00:05:49,040 --> 00:05:54,260
appeared and it was just one single red
100
00:05:52,490 --> 00:05:57,199
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light to begin with high above the trees
101
00:05:54,259 --> 00:05:59,029
behind my house so I called my neighbor
102
00:05:57,199 --> 00:06:01,099
and we jumped over the small fence and
103
00:05:59,029 --> 00:06:02,689
ran to the field behind us because
104
00:06:01,100 --> 00:06:05,600
there's nothing behind my house at all
105
00:06:02,689 --> 00:06:08,899
and by this time now there are three red
106
00:06:05,600 --> 00:06:11,570
lights in the triangular formation and
107
00:06:08,899 --> 00:06:14,750
the whole thing became visible first one
108
00:06:11,569 --> 00:06:17,629
had like then three then five then the
109
00:06:14,750 --> 00:06:20,600
whole thing was there is a big pyramid
110
00:06:17,629 --> 00:06:22,490
shaped with a curved bottom to it and a
111
00:06:20,600 --> 00:06:24,890
green object I couldn't tell you what
112
00:06:22,490 --> 00:06:27,530
shape it was because it was so bright
113
00:06:24,889 --> 00:06:29,779
doctrine object at the top of the
114
00:06:27,529 --> 00:06:32,089
pyramid like a leaf falling in the wind
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115
00:06:29,779 --> 00:06:34,849
on a still day there's rocking backwards
116
00:06:32,089 --> 00:06:38,389
and forwards and the AWACS plane was
117
00:06:34,850 --> 00:06:41,540
still doing big circles and the big red
118
00:06:38,389 --> 00:06:44,000
pyramid which was outlined by these red
119
00:06:41,540 --> 00:06:46,310
lights around the outside of it started
120
00:06:44,000 --> 00:06:49,790
to drift to the right and turn towards
121
00:06:46,310 --> 00:06:52,730
me so spinning anti-clockwise slowly and
122
00:06:49,790 --> 00:06:55,040
came down into the field into the corner
123
00:06:52,730 --> 00:06:57,470
and the lower it got to the ground
124
00:06:55,040 --> 00:07:00,860
the brighter a litter the bottom lights
125
00:06:57,470 --> 00:07:02,390
became bright white orange and the whole
126
00:07:00,860 --> 00:07:04,910
string of lights on the right-hand side
127
00:07:02,389 --> 00:07:06,079
of the ship lit up really brightly you
128
00:07:04,910 --> 00:07:09,410
know they got down to the ground
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129
00:07:06,079 --> 00:07:12,079
this happened of lightnings fire colored
130
00:07:09,410 --> 00:07:14,750
extended and reached out to touch the
131
00:07:12,079 --> 00:07:16,550
ground that's what it looked like my
132
00:07:14,750 --> 00:07:19,670
neighbor was watching the top of the
133
00:07:16,550 --> 00:07:22,129
ship we saw lots of all coming out the
134
00:07:19,670 --> 00:07:25,250
top of it what color were the orbs that
135
00:07:22,129 --> 00:07:28,279
you saw they were red so they were
136
00:07:25,250 --> 00:07:31,399
moving red orbs coming out of something
137
00:07:28,279 --> 00:07:33,679
that was triangular or pyramid shaped in
138
00:07:31,399 --> 00:07:37,039
sense that you could see red lights that
139
00:07:33,680 --> 00:07:38,870
outline to sides when it came down to
140
00:07:37,040 --> 00:07:41,210
the ground and that right hamstring had
141
00:07:38,870 --> 00:07:43,850
lights lit up really brightly they lit
142
00:07:41,209 --> 00:07:45,978
up so brightening it illuminated part to
143
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00:07:43,850 --> 00:07:48,020
the side of the ship not all of it just
144
00:07:45,978 --> 00:07:51,258
around the lights so you could see there
145
00:07:48,019 --> 00:07:52,750
was a solid class pyramidal shape I saw
146
00:07:51,259 --> 00:07:55,160
the green object which is still up there
147
00:07:52,750 --> 00:07:57,649
but as it came down to the ground
148
00:07:55,160 --> 00:07:59,900
they've got really brighten then when
149
00:07:57,649 --> 00:08:02,659
act like the lights are switched off and
150
00:07:59,899 --> 00:08:05,299
the oak I only saw two of those
151
00:08:02,660 --> 00:08:07,460
afterwards and they were both red the
152
00:08:05,300 --> 00:08:09,770
distance from where you and your
153
00:08:07,459 --> 00:08:13,099
neighbor are watching this to the
154
00:08:09,769 --> 00:08:15,529
pyramidal shaped craft misspoke smelly
155
00:08:13,100 --> 00:08:18,639
kid under meters away from me okay so
156
00:08:15,529 --> 00:08:22,399
200 meters is about 700 feet
157
00:08:18,639 --> 00:08:24,740
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approximately yeah so that's your
158
00:08:22,399 --> 00:08:28,370
distance now do I understand that
159
00:08:24,740 --> 00:08:31,098
simultaneously the entire time there is
160
00:08:28,370 --> 00:08:33,820
an AWACS plane that is doing large
161
00:08:31,098 --> 00:08:37,668
circles in the sky above all this
162
00:08:33,820 --> 00:08:39,469
absolutely the green that was coming out
163
00:08:37,668 --> 00:08:43,309
of the top of the pyramid has
164
00:08:39,469 --> 00:08:45,650
disappeared like it blinked out pyramid
165
00:08:43,309 --> 00:08:48,919
did but the green object still stayed
166
00:08:45,649 --> 00:08:51,409
there the pyramid blinks out but the
167
00:08:48,919 --> 00:08:53,929
green object that came out of the top is
168
00:08:51,409 --> 00:08:55,100
still there yes the green object is
169
00:08:53,929 --> 00:08:56,929
extremely bright
170
00:08:55,100 --> 00:08:59,659
I couldn't tell a definite shape to it
171
00:08:56,929 --> 00:09:02,208
because it was so bright and it skipped
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172
00:08:59,659 --> 00:09:05,240
from side to side in one place I believe
173
00:09:02,208 --> 00:09:07,338
falling on a still day that other planes
174
00:09:05,240 --> 00:09:09,950
turned up and it flashed three really
175
00:09:07,339 --> 00:09:12,260
bright green strobes at these planes and
176
00:09:09,950 --> 00:09:15,050
all four of these military aircraft
177
00:09:12,259 --> 00:09:17,419
followed it didn't seem to be in a hurry
178
00:09:15,049 --> 00:09:20,479
it just thought from side to side and
179
00:09:17,419 --> 00:09:22,639
moved it will enact the treetops heading
180
00:09:20,480 --> 00:09:23,959
towards lunch written from here with the
181
00:09:22,639 --> 00:09:26,629
four planes behind it
182
00:09:23,958 --> 00:09:28,969
what were the types of the other three
183
00:09:26,629 --> 00:09:31,610
planes that showed up in addition to the
184
00:09:28,970 --> 00:09:34,009
AWACS propeller drilling planes they
185
00:09:31,610 --> 00:09:37,190
were larger than the ones before I would
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186
00:09:34,009 --> 00:09:40,850
say they would see one 30 to 40 a.m. on
187
00:09:37,190 --> 00:09:42,740
the 26th of February 2016 they just flew
188
00:09:40,850 --> 00:09:45,230
straight over the houses straight
189
00:09:42,740 --> 00:09:47,990
towards the green object wouldn't
190
00:09:45,230 --> 00:09:50,149
been an enormous amount of sound and
191
00:09:47,990 --> 00:09:52,610
wouldn't every neighbor for miles around
192
00:09:50,149 --> 00:09:54,620
be coming out of their houses and that's
193
00:09:52,610 --> 00:09:56,440
he was up by the time you got up to see
194
00:09:54,620 --> 00:10:00,320
the planes that have already gone so
195
00:09:56,440 --> 00:10:05,360
starting at midnight and going into 3
196
00:10:00,320 --> 00:10:08,930
a.m. and Beyond on February 26 2016 this
197
00:10:05,360 --> 00:10:11,899
is when the red lights showed up in this
198
00:10:08,929 --> 00:10:14,509
pattern of something triangular or
199
00:10:11,899 --> 00:10:18,199
pyramid shape out of which came this
200
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00:10:14,509 --> 00:10:22,159
bright green thing and that after the
201
00:10:18,200 --> 00:10:25,670
red light pyramid disappeared above the
202
00:10:22,159 --> 00:10:29,120
AWACS plane was still circling and three
203
00:10:25,669 --> 00:10:32,539
perhaps c-130s showed up as if their
204
00:10:29,120 --> 00:10:36,799
intent was to interact with the bright
205
00:10:32,539 --> 00:10:38,509
green object follow it yes and I believe
206
00:10:36,799 --> 00:10:41,449
the green object did its best to get
207
00:10:38,509 --> 00:10:45,319
their attention to follow it by strobing
208
00:10:41,450 --> 00:10:48,350
at the plane to deflect the planes away
209
00:10:45,320 --> 00:10:51,410
from where the red pyramid or triangular
210
00:10:48,350 --> 00:10:53,300
object disappeared after the green
211
00:10:51,409 --> 00:10:55,579
object skips away and the planes were
212
00:10:53,299 --> 00:10:58,609
following it the AWACS plane was still
213
00:10:55,580 --> 00:11:00,680
above us we walk down to the next gate
214
00:10:58,610 --> 00:11:03,139
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to see where the pyramid had come down
215
00:11:00,679 --> 00:11:05,809
so we walk back to the first gate again
216
00:11:03,139 --> 00:11:09,529
200 yards away and looked up there were
217
00:11:05,809 --> 00:11:13,009
two red but all shaped objects barrel
218
00:11:09,529 --> 00:11:14,720
shape what size in color okay they were
219
00:11:13,009 --> 00:11:17,509
red and they were about the size of
220
00:11:14,720 --> 00:11:18,879
small car and they are suspended how
221
00:11:17,509 --> 00:11:23,600
high above the ground
222
00:11:18,879 --> 00:11:26,570
30p and how far apart are they about the
223
00:11:23,600 --> 00:11:30,320
same 30 feet are you hearing any noise
224
00:11:26,570 --> 00:11:33,230
or feeling any air motion nothing no
225
00:11:30,320 --> 00:11:35,720
noise no emotion nothing there were just
226
00:11:33,230 --> 00:11:37,370
these two lights that were barrel-shaped
227
00:11:35,720 --> 00:11:39,230
that were flattened off on the top and
228
00:11:37,370 --> 00:11:42,019
on the bottom was black and when we
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229
00:11:39,230 --> 00:11:43,820
looked at them close up as a kid you got
230
00:11:42,019 --> 00:11:45,199
too close to the TV and you could see
231
00:11:43,820 --> 00:11:48,440
all those little black dots jumping
232
00:11:45,200 --> 00:11:50,030
around that's what it was like but red
233
00:11:48,440 --> 00:11:52,040
and you can see all these little black
234
00:11:50,029 --> 00:11:54,139
dots jumping around and then one of them
235
00:11:52,039 --> 00:11:54,679
the one that was closest to me it turned
236
00:11:54,139 --> 00:11:57,139
green
237
00:11:54,679 --> 00:11:59,000
when Cantera light read the traffic
238
00:11:57,139 --> 00:12:01,490
light green in an instant
239
00:11:59,000 --> 00:12:04,339
like somebody's like to switch how close
240
00:12:01,490 --> 00:12:08,269
are you at that moment just about the
241
00:12:04,339 --> 00:12:09,949
oak tree next to me so 20 feet did you
242
00:12:08,269 --> 00:12:14,539
have the impression that this could be a
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243
00:12:09,948 --> 00:12:16,429
hologram or was it some 3d matter it's a
244
00:12:14,539 --> 00:12:17,120
solid and I felt like I was being
245
00:12:16,429 --> 00:12:20,328
scanned
246
00:12:17,120 --> 00:12:21,889
can you describe why you would feel like
247
00:12:20,328 --> 00:12:24,948
you were being scanned
248
00:12:21,889 --> 00:12:26,930
it's difficult to put into words these
249
00:12:24,948 --> 00:12:28,729
two objects came to look at my neighbor
250
00:12:26,929 --> 00:12:31,278
and ID and that was the object that
251
00:12:28,730 --> 00:12:33,680
turned green now both of those objects
252
00:12:31,278 --> 00:12:36,049
stayed exactly where they were and fill
253
00:12:33,679 --> 00:12:38,929
that object - in green when it turned
254
00:12:36,049 --> 00:12:41,419
green they both moved off in that period
255
00:12:38,929 --> 00:12:45,198
of time where you felt that these two
256
00:12:41,419 --> 00:12:48,979
red barrel glowing objects one of which
257
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00:12:45,198 --> 00:12:52,758
turns green were scanning you were you
258
00:12:48,980 --> 00:12:56,649
getting in your mind's eye any numbers
259
00:12:52,759 --> 00:13:00,649
symbols hieroglyphs or thought words
260
00:12:56,649 --> 00:13:03,379
know you're feeling scanned and then
261
00:13:00,649 --> 00:13:06,379
what happens these two objects moved off
262
00:13:03,379 --> 00:13:09,860
my neighbor and I our silence is broken
263
00:13:06,379 --> 00:13:11,930
by three Apache helicopters flying in a
264
00:13:09,860 --> 00:13:13,419
pyramid formation with their big red
265
00:13:11,929 --> 00:13:16,278
flashing lights in the front of them
266
00:13:13,419 --> 00:13:18,469
really low across the field going
267
00:13:16,278 --> 00:13:23,299
towards front written from the left of
268
00:13:18,470 --> 00:13:27,800
us is the sky now filled with three
269
00:13:23,299 --> 00:13:31,039
Apache helicopters three c-130s and an
270
00:13:27,799 --> 00:13:32,019
AWACS that is rotating in a circle above
271
00:13:31,039 --> 00:13:35,208
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all of it
272
00:13:32,019 --> 00:13:37,519
c-130s follows the green objects was one
273
00:13:35,208 --> 00:13:39,500
person so they were already gone the
274
00:13:37,519 --> 00:13:41,899
Apache helicopters were coming at ground
275
00:13:39,500 --> 00:13:44,778
levels across the field towards lunch
276
00:13:41,899 --> 00:13:48,470
recent and the AWACS was still above it
277
00:13:44,778 --> 00:13:51,139
yes what happens next I can only surmise
278
00:13:48,470 --> 00:13:54,050
what happens next because I heard an
279
00:13:51,139 --> 00:13:57,079
almighty explosion and I'm about 30
280
00:13:54,049 --> 00:13:59,508
miles away from front-row Center but
281
00:13:57,078 --> 00:14:01,789
only through witness testimonies and I
282
00:13:59,509 --> 00:14:03,500
know what happened afterwards but I'd
283
00:14:01,789 --> 00:14:06,349
have to pass you over to Gary for that
284
00:14:03,500 --> 00:14:08,480
because he's an investigator on the UFO
285
00:14:06,350 --> 00:14:10,730
network so if you wouldn't mind if I
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286
00:14:08,480 --> 00:14:12,779
could pass it over to him yes thank you
287
00:14:10,730 --> 00:14:15,509
and what they describe
288
00:14:12,779 --> 00:14:18,209
after the explosion it's about four or
289
00:14:15,509 --> 00:14:21,659
five seconds later it was another
290
00:14:18,210 --> 00:14:24,030
smaller explosion not as loud as the
291
00:14:21,659 --> 00:14:26,159
first one but it was like something I
292
00:14:24,029 --> 00:14:26,819
guess you could describe hitting the
293
00:14:26,159 --> 00:14:29,100
ground
294
00:14:26,820 --> 00:14:31,140
one minute is this massive explosion are
295
00:14:29,100 --> 00:14:34,440
shaking buildings and homes and
296
00:14:31,139 --> 00:14:38,039
hospitals and then a couple of seconds
297
00:14:34,440 --> 00:14:39,930
later the other explosion shook like it
298
00:14:38,039 --> 00:14:45,379
was impact in the ground like some fun
299
00:14:39,929 --> 00:14:48,599
boom boom and the Swazi UFO network has
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300
00:14:45,379 --> 00:14:50,730
persistently been trying to gather as
301
00:14:48,600 --> 00:14:53,879
much data as possible for the past
302
00:14:50,730 --> 00:14:56,930
several months and Gary Jones who you
303
00:14:53,879 --> 00:15:01,679
just heard from the Swansea UFO network
304
00:14:56,929 --> 00:15:04,349
emailed me tonight quote we also have
305
00:15:01,679 --> 00:15:07,079
done Geiger counter measurements of Penn
306
00:15:04,350 --> 00:15:09,570
Turk and smile log wood which you are
307
00:15:07,080 --> 00:15:10,230
going to hear about in this next
308
00:15:09,570 --> 00:15:13,140
half-hour
309
00:15:10,230 --> 00:15:14,519
it's amazing what happened and what they
310
00:15:13,139 --> 00:15:16,710
photographed and what they have
311
00:15:14,519 --> 00:15:19,289
discovered and we will have those
312
00:15:16,710 --> 00:15:22,139
results to report soon the Geiger
313
00:15:19,289 --> 00:15:25,620
counter the EMF and Geiger readings
314
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00:15:22,139 --> 00:15:27,590
offer much more in terms of evidence but
315
00:15:25,620 --> 00:15:31,350
to highlight another piece of evidence
316
00:15:27,590 --> 00:15:34,740
the seismological report we received the
317
00:15:31,350 --> 00:15:37,860
FIA requests it does show something
318
00:15:34,740 --> 00:15:40,200
registered in the seismic data at the
319
00:15:37,860 --> 00:15:43,169
time people in lunch essence said they
320
00:15:40,200 --> 00:15:49,320
heard explosions and building shook
321
00:15:43,169 --> 00:15:52,679
about 4:20 a.m. on February 26 2016
322
00:15:49,320 --> 00:15:56,220
we've also filed FOIA requests to the
323
00:15:52,679 --> 00:15:59,039
police fire services and hospitals and
324
00:15:56,220 --> 00:16:02,370
are waiting to receive information from
325
00:15:59,039 --> 00:16:05,579
them close quote and why this is
326
00:16:02,370 --> 00:16:08,429
important George that the Swansea UFO
327
00:16:05,580 --> 00:16:10,710
network there has been persistent and
328
00:16:08,429 --> 00:16:14,459
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that they're continuing to do this in to
329
00:16:10,710 --> 00:16:16,580
file FOIA is that just like what we
330
00:16:14,460 --> 00:16:19,860
heard in the first two half hours
331
00:16:16,580 --> 00:16:23,820
somebody wanted to shut this all down
332
00:16:19,860 --> 00:16:26,700
keep every scrap of any information away
333
00:16:23,820 --> 00:16:29,910
from the public there was very
334
00:16:26,700 --> 00:16:35,180
little news reporting of any kind and
335
00:16:29,909 --> 00:16:38,879
yet Cass Clarke and her neighbor Dave
336
00:16:35,179 --> 00:16:42,750
they were witnesses right under wherever
337
00:16:38,879 --> 00:16:46,919
their houses were something was expected
338
00:16:42,750 --> 00:16:48,750
they analyzed that that plane that flew
339
00:16:46,919 --> 00:16:51,899
in those figure eights in those circles
340
00:16:48,750 --> 00:16:55,769
for three days was there under orders
341
00:16:51,899 --> 00:16:58,559
because somebody knew that something was
342
00:16:55,769 --> 00:17:02,009
going to show up and though it showed up
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343
00:16:58,559 --> 00:17:04,470
was this strange pyramid shaped craft
344
00:17:02,009 --> 00:17:08,129
that was associated with this green
345
00:17:04,470 --> 00:17:10,588
bright thing and then you have all of
346
00:17:08,130 --> 00:17:16,110
this military activity that comes
347
00:17:10,588 --> 00:17:20,250
suddenly helicopters c-130s in addition
348
00:17:16,109 --> 00:17:22,859
to the AWACS and then what we're going
349
00:17:20,250 --> 00:17:26,910
to hear in this next half-hour is that
350
00:17:22,859 --> 00:17:31,169
two miles from Kaz and Dave's houses
351
00:17:26,910 --> 00:17:35,910
this huge boom explosion that shakes the
352
00:17:31,170 --> 00:17:39,800
hospital it is an amazing story and so
353
00:17:35,910 --> 00:17:46,019
there was physical evidence and yet
354
00:17:39,799 --> 00:17:50,369
somebody came in apparently and roped
355
00:17:46,019 --> 00:17:53,129
off taped off an area came in and got
356
00:17:50,369 --> 00:17:56,789
something out and that's what they're
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357
00:17:53,130 --> 00:18:00,930
trying to find out but this is an
358
00:17:56,789 --> 00:18:04,589
example of major military action in our
359
00:18:00,930 --> 00:18:07,920
residential town and village and houses
360
00:18:04,589 --> 00:18:10,500
that still works overtime to keep
361
00:18:07,920 --> 00:18:12,240
everybody from knowing anything about
362
00:18:10,500 --> 00:18:15,089
what happened how do they expect to keep
363
00:18:12,240 --> 00:18:18,390
these things secret Linda geez well it's
364
00:18:15,089 --> 00:18:21,720
been 70 years of an assumption as John
365
00:18:18,390 --> 00:18:25,410
Brandenburg said it's knee-jerk reaction
366
00:18:21,720 --> 00:18:28,740
they just say they have a cover-up story
367
00:18:25,410 --> 00:18:32,070
for everything and it's got to change we
368
00:18:28,740 --> 00:18:34,890
have all got to know and that is why
369
00:18:32,069 --> 00:18:38,250
when you hear the next half hour with
370
00:18:34,890 --> 00:18:39,750
Gary Jones and all of the details it
371
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00:18:38,250 --> 00:18:43,890
shows that it
372
00:18:39,750 --> 00:18:47,009
people are persistent they will begin to
373
00:18:43,890 --> 00:18:49,470
find out what is underneath all of the
374
00:18:47,009 --> 00:18:53,970
so-called official cover-up do you hit
375
00:18:49,470 --> 00:18:58,529
the ground running in 2018 lots of
376
00:18:53,970 --> 00:19:01,470
projects huh yeah well I don't just live
377
00:18:58,529 --> 00:19:05,220
X I'll be there yeah I'm there February
378
00:19:01,470 --> 00:19:09,620
9 to 12 and I then turn around and go to
379
00:19:05,220 --> 00:19:12,990
Phoenix for the UFO Congress there and
380
00:19:09,619 --> 00:19:14,879
that's two things back to back in
381
00:19:12,990 --> 00:19:17,579
February and then it just continues
382
00:19:14,880 --> 00:19:21,390
throughout the rest of 2018 do you go to
383
00:19:17,579 --> 00:19:22,919
contact in the desert at all yeah the
384
00:19:21,390 --> 00:19:27,060
last three years so I'll be there
385
00:19:22,920 --> 00:19:27,990
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there's also in 2018 alright and this
386
00:19:27,059 --> 00:19:30,329
one's going to be in a different
387
00:19:27,990 --> 00:19:33,240
location this year yes I'm really
388
00:19:30,329 --> 00:19:36,929
interested to learn what it's going to
389
00:19:33,240 --> 00:19:40,349
be like I know that the conscious life
390
00:19:36,930 --> 00:19:43,140
Expo being at the LAX Hilton it's always
391
00:19:40,349 --> 00:19:45,869
so comfortable and convenient and fun
392
00:19:43,140 --> 00:19:48,420
it's crowded there's so much going on
393
00:19:45,869 --> 00:19:51,449
but it is still it's like going to a
394
00:19:48,420 --> 00:19:53,460
kind of watering hole for all of the
395
00:19:51,450 --> 00:19:55,110
interesting subjects that everybody gets
396
00:19:53,460 --> 00:19:55,710
to have lunch breakfast and dinner
397
00:19:55,109 --> 00:19:57,449
together
398
00:19:55,710 --> 00:19:59,660
alright we're coming back with more with
399
00:19:57,450 --> 00:20:02,069
Linda in a moment on coast to coast am
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400
00:19:59,660 --> 00:20:04,320
and welcome back were with Linda Moulton
401
00:20:02,069 --> 00:20:05,960
Howe next hour we'll have conversations
402
00:20:04,319 --> 00:20:09,119
with Linda we'll take your phone calls
403
00:20:05,960 --> 00:20:11,789
stories tips ideas you name it we'll do
404
00:20:09,119 --> 00:20:14,849
it Linda let's wrap up your reports here
405
00:20:11,789 --> 00:20:18,389
go ahead all right Gary Jones with the
406
00:20:14,849 --> 00:20:21,829
Swansea UFO network in South Wales has
407
00:20:18,390 --> 00:20:24,440
been investigating the strange Wales
408
00:20:21,829 --> 00:20:27,659
knowit we'll call it a military event
409
00:20:24,440 --> 00:20:32,100
from last February and he is now going
410
00:20:27,660 --> 00:20:34,080
to continue with explaining some of the
411
00:20:32,099 --> 00:20:37,199
physical evidence that they have been
412
00:20:34,079 --> 00:20:39,869
finding from the beginning going back
413
00:20:37,200 --> 00:20:43,650
several months ago all the way up to
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414
00:20:39,869 --> 00:20:47,609
today with that email that I read about
415
00:20:43,650 --> 00:20:51,540
they're doing FOIA on the Geiger counter
416
00:20:47,609 --> 00:20:53,329
and other seismic information so here
417
00:20:51,539 --> 00:20:57,159
now
418
00:20:53,329 --> 00:21:01,129
Wales South Wales is Gary Jones
419
00:20:57,160 --> 00:21:04,310
investigator for soo fun as Swansea UFO
420
00:21:01,130 --> 00:21:07,580
network is called this is where it gets
421
00:21:04,309 --> 00:21:09,919
interesting because the secondary boom
422
00:21:07,579 --> 00:21:12,710
may have been something hit in the
423
00:21:09,920 --> 00:21:15,080
ground some explosion that took place in
424
00:21:12,710 --> 00:21:17,690
the air because we've been up to smile
425
00:21:15,079 --> 00:21:20,569
OGG woods we've done quite an extensive
426
00:21:17,690 --> 00:21:23,509
search of the area and we found a place
427
00:21:20,569 --> 00:21:26,359
in a straight line we found a lot of
428
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00:21:23,509 --> 00:21:30,319
snap to trees and canopies that were
429
00:21:26,359 --> 00:21:33,829
damaged some of these trees are like 20
430
00:21:30,319 --> 00:21:36,379
feet up snapped off trunks of really big
431
00:21:33,829 --> 00:21:39,619
grown pine trees which have just snapped
432
00:21:36,380 --> 00:21:42,550
off laying around the area it looks like
433
00:21:39,619 --> 00:21:46,519
something has crashed into that area and
434
00:21:42,549 --> 00:21:48,919
we've since looked at the EMF readings
435
00:21:46,519 --> 00:21:50,539
he took an EMF reader up there we went
436
00:21:48,920 --> 00:21:52,160
around the area and we've got quite a
437
00:21:50,539 --> 00:21:53,839
number of quite high readings you know
438
00:21:52,160 --> 00:21:57,490
above what you would have been normal
439
00:21:53,839 --> 00:22:00,139
backgrounds also it looks like the area
440
00:21:57,490 --> 00:22:02,059
irradiated the trees look like they're
441
00:22:00,140 --> 00:22:04,310
dead the leaves look like they've been
442
00:22:02,059 --> 00:22:05,690
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burnt a bit so some of the areas of site
443
00:22:04,309 --> 00:22:08,599
leave they've lost all their leaves
444
00:22:05,690 --> 00:22:11,360
altogether they've been scorched two of
445
00:22:08,599 --> 00:22:13,819
the trees show these scorch marks like
446
00:22:11,359 --> 00:22:18,679
spoons it has that sort of singe
447
00:22:13,819 --> 00:22:20,480
look to it black or white white silvery
448
00:22:18,680 --> 00:22:22,940
grayish color you could also describe it
449
00:22:20,480 --> 00:22:25,759
as it goes from the centre of this white
450
00:22:22,940 --> 00:22:29,840
silvery patch area it turns more into a
451
00:22:25,759 --> 00:22:33,619
light brown orange kind of color we do
452
00:22:29,839 --> 00:22:36,169
believe now but the second spoon may
453
00:22:33,619 --> 00:22:39,829
have been this thing's whatever it was
454
00:22:36,170 --> 00:22:42,740
they were chasing the light green bottle
455
00:22:39,829 --> 00:22:45,470
shaped object which was chased by the
456
00:22:42,740 --> 00:22:48,140
military in the airport as cars and her
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457
00:22:45,470 --> 00:22:50,740
neighbor have seen that may have been
458
00:22:48,140 --> 00:22:53,690
what caused the damage it's my log wood
459
00:22:50,740 --> 00:22:56,450
we've got photos of the actual area
460
00:22:53,690 --> 00:22:59,990
ourselves where the tree was snapped off
461
00:22:56,450 --> 00:23:02,720
I should also mention where the first
462
00:22:59,990 --> 00:23:05,120
loud explosions followed by the second
463
00:23:02,720 --> 00:23:06,950
one after like say four or five seconds
464
00:23:05,119 --> 00:23:10,279
it was smoke scene
465
00:23:06,950 --> 00:23:13,759
from the area itself right oh it's my
466
00:23:10,279 --> 00:23:16,629
luck box and waffle smoke and we've got
467
00:23:13,759 --> 00:23:19,849
some witnesses who have spoken to us I'm
468
00:23:16,630 --> 00:23:22,250
written down a testimony as well they
469
00:23:19,849 --> 00:23:24,259
smelled something like sulfur it's like
470
00:23:22,250 --> 00:23:26,660
in the air you could smell it it was
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471
00:23:24,259 --> 00:23:29,539
like sulfur kind of smell there's a
472
00:23:26,660 --> 00:23:34,940
chance but it's like the military chased
473
00:23:29,539 --> 00:23:37,220
it opened fire brought it down and may
474
00:23:34,940 --> 00:23:41,420
not have actually destroyed it but
475
00:23:37,220 --> 00:23:44,650
caused it to I guess lose altitude and
476
00:23:41,420 --> 00:23:47,960
ended up in this area of my log wood
477
00:23:44,650 --> 00:23:50,690
the other things that we've also managed
478
00:23:47,960 --> 00:23:53,210
to find out who people who written blogs
479
00:23:50,690 --> 00:23:55,789
who liked to keep track of Air Force
480
00:23:53,210 --> 00:23:56,390
bases and plane spotters or things like
481
00:23:55,789 --> 00:24:00,170
that
482
00:23:56,390 --> 00:24:04,070
they're describing shinnok coming to and
483
00:24:00,170 --> 00:24:06,470
from the base called st. Athens it's not
484
00:24:04,069 --> 00:24:09,349
too far from this area that we're
485
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00:24:06,470 --> 00:24:11,059
talking to you now they were making a
486
00:24:09,349 --> 00:24:14,240
number of trips behind a place called
487
00:24:11,059 --> 00:24:16,039
the Royal Mint and that seems to
488
00:24:14,240 --> 00:24:19,279
indicate to us at least that they were
489
00:24:16,039 --> 00:24:21,019
making a list dropping something off of
490
00:24:19,279 --> 00:24:23,660
saying Athens and coming back to the
491
00:24:21,019 --> 00:24:26,569
mint the other thing I just want to say
492
00:24:23,660 --> 00:24:29,120
besides the air lifts and the
493
00:24:26,569 --> 00:24:31,759
helicopters circling and yes you know
494
00:24:29,119 --> 00:24:36,109
the smoke but no fire which is very
495
00:24:31,759 --> 00:24:39,079
strange the smell of sulphur is that not
496
00:24:36,109 --> 00:24:41,509
long after the explosions took place
497
00:24:39,079 --> 00:24:46,549
whatever caused the explosion
498
00:24:41,509 --> 00:24:49,640
all the roads lanes even the back roads
499
00:24:46,549 --> 00:24:53,180
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were closed off nobody could get
500
00:24:49,640 --> 00:24:56,360
anywhere near this place because the
501
00:24:53,180 --> 00:24:59,420
army or the military or someone gave us
502
00:24:56,359 --> 00:25:02,179
order to shut down those areas they
503
00:24:59,420 --> 00:25:05,779
didn't seem to want anyone going near
504
00:25:02,180 --> 00:25:07,820
the smile our woods area and we've got a
505
00:25:05,779 --> 00:25:09,559
number of people who testified to this
506
00:25:07,819 --> 00:25:11,899
they were trying to get home on their
507
00:25:09,559 --> 00:25:15,169
normal route normal roads that they
508
00:25:11,900 --> 00:25:16,790
would take they were closed off they had
509
00:25:15,170 --> 00:25:20,360
to find some other means of getting home
510
00:25:16,789 --> 00:25:22,250
it just seems very strange
511
00:25:20,359 --> 00:25:25,009
this was what they call a military
512
00:25:22,250 --> 00:25:26,990
exercise why are they going to so much
513
00:25:25,009 --> 00:25:29,869
trouble to shut down all the roads I
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514
00:25:26,990 --> 00:25:32,058
would normally be open it's never like
515
00:25:29,869 --> 00:25:34,849
them to do something like that in fact
516
00:25:32,058 --> 00:25:38,839
there was no reason given back the road
517
00:25:34,849 --> 00:25:43,129
to close what was posted at all of the
518
00:25:38,839 --> 00:25:45,470
closed roads nothing the only thing that
519
00:25:43,130 --> 00:25:48,380
we know is that the police were there
520
00:25:45,470 --> 00:25:50,269
cars standing by the road and silent
521
00:25:48,380 --> 00:25:53,179
people they couldn't go this way or go
522
00:25:50,269 --> 00:25:56,779
another way when they got there where
523
00:25:53,179 --> 00:25:59,509
the police from when transit or from
524
00:25:56,779 --> 00:26:02,480
Penn Turk I think they were part of the
525
00:25:59,509 --> 00:26:05,629
South Wales Police Force so the South
526
00:26:02,480 --> 00:26:09,410
Wales Police Force was ordered by
527
00:26:05,630 --> 00:26:12,799
somebody to go to several roads leading
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528
00:26:09,410 --> 00:26:15,410
into smile log forest and they simply
529
00:26:12,798 --> 00:26:17,200
parked and told people to turn back that
530
00:26:15,410 --> 00:26:21,558
they couldn't go through these roads
531
00:26:17,200 --> 00:26:25,340
yeah this would have to have reached in
532
00:26:21,558 --> 00:26:27,950
February 2016 with social media Bristol
533
00:26:25,339 --> 00:26:30,139
and Cardiff and all over the place that
534
00:26:27,950 --> 00:26:34,460
there was all this military activity
535
00:26:30,140 --> 00:26:36,860
over tenter to Lantis end well that one
536
00:26:34,460 --> 00:26:41,090
story that we did find comes from Wales
537
00:26:36,859 --> 00:26:44,058
online they posted a story about 7:00
538
00:26:41,089 --> 00:26:48,199
a.m. the very same day calling it the
539
00:26:44,058 --> 00:26:50,389
military exercise project chameleon but
540
00:26:48,200 --> 00:26:53,179
there seems to have been no other
541
00:26:50,390 --> 00:26:56,270
explanation for the loud explosions
542
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00:26:53,179 --> 00:26:59,120
which was reported by several people on
543
00:26:56,269 --> 00:27:01,579
the Wales online article where people
544
00:26:59,119 --> 00:27:03,319
also reported these loud explosions we
545
00:27:01,579 --> 00:27:05,629
since spoken to one or two of them and
546
00:27:03,319 --> 00:27:08,960
that's how we got their statements at
547
00:27:05,630 --> 00:27:10,940
the same time station called 101 is it
548
00:27:08,960 --> 00:27:13,039
when I wanted from non emergency
549
00:27:10,940 --> 00:27:15,350
telephone number to the police hundreds
550
00:27:13,039 --> 00:27:17,750
of people telephones when I went to find
551
00:27:15,349 --> 00:27:20,178
out what was going on because nobody has
552
00:27:17,750 --> 00:27:22,669
been told anything like this exercise
553
00:27:20,179 --> 00:27:25,880
that wasn't even listed as an exercise
554
00:27:22,669 --> 00:27:28,700
in fact exercise chameleon was in Durham
555
00:27:25,880 --> 00:27:30,470
because in the north of England practice
556
00:27:28,700 --> 00:27:31,920
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thank you any further north before
557
00:27:30,470 --> 00:27:33,390
you're in Scotland
558
00:27:31,920 --> 00:27:36,630
there was absolutely nothing written
559
00:27:33,390 --> 00:27:38,670
about low-level flying especially in the
560
00:27:36,630 --> 00:27:42,060
early hours of the morning and did not
561
00:27:38,670 --> 00:27:44,430
include as well at all so how did the
562
00:27:42,059 --> 00:27:46,889
military and the police get away with
563
00:27:44,430 --> 00:27:51,180
explaining something in South Wales as
564
00:27:46,890 --> 00:27:52,680
related to a exercise chameleon so far
565
00:27:51,180 --> 00:27:56,220
north that it was at the Scotland
566
00:27:52,680 --> 00:28:00,240
boundary that was the cover story as
567
00:27:56,220 --> 00:28:02,370
Kaza said the original area where the
568
00:28:00,240 --> 00:28:04,380
exercise was going to take place would
569
00:28:02,369 --> 00:28:08,039
have taken place up in Durham North
570
00:28:04,380 --> 00:28:10,950
inland it was unannounced they didn't
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571
00:28:08,039 --> 00:28:13,649
give any motives to people at this area
572
00:28:10,950 --> 00:28:16,289
whatsoever a they didn't want anyone it
573
00:28:13,650 --> 00:28:19,380
was taken place B they seemed to be very
574
00:28:16,289 --> 00:28:22,950
quiet about actually explaining why this
575
00:28:19,380 --> 00:28:24,810
exercise took place and see which took
576
00:28:22,950 --> 00:28:27,690
place in the early hours of the morning
577
00:28:24,809 --> 00:28:30,240
over a populated area in the early hours
578
00:28:27,690 --> 00:28:32,850
of the day and not really irritated a
579
00:28:30,240 --> 00:28:35,039
lot of people it's my experience as an
580
00:28:32,849 --> 00:28:37,169
investigative reporter for a long time
581
00:28:35,039 --> 00:28:40,529
trying to get to the bottom of high
582
00:28:37,170 --> 00:28:43,769
strangeness that military exercise is
583
00:28:40,529 --> 00:28:47,549
the common explanation even though it
584
00:28:43,769 --> 00:28:52,289
never is the answer in the booms and
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585
00:28:47,549 --> 00:28:55,919
these strange sound events seems to me
586
00:28:52,289 --> 00:28:59,339
that what we have is something that is
587
00:28:55,920 --> 00:29:03,480
in the high strangeness category that
588
00:28:59,339 --> 00:29:06,059
the mo D then tries to cover up with
589
00:29:03,480 --> 00:29:09,029
military activity that it will tie to a
590
00:29:06,059 --> 00:29:12,319
military exercise that the Guardian and
591
00:29:09,029 --> 00:29:15,149
the BBC would accept without doing any
592
00:29:12,319 --> 00:29:19,019
investigation exactly what they've done
593
00:29:15,150 --> 00:29:21,690
I have been told by more than one
594
00:29:19,019 --> 00:29:25,740
whistleblower that the earth is in a
595
00:29:21,690 --> 00:29:29,850
secret war and that homo sapien sapien
596
00:29:25,740 --> 00:29:33,900
has allies but there are serious enemies
597
00:29:29,849 --> 00:29:36,899
and now the issue is has anybody talked
598
00:29:33,900 --> 00:29:41,180
with either of you about what the true
599
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00:29:36,900 --> 00:29:45,360
nature of this war might be or was on
600
00:29:41,180 --> 00:29:48,380
February 24th to 26th 2016
601
00:29:45,359 --> 00:29:51,149
between Penn Turk in Llantrisant
602
00:29:48,380 --> 00:29:53,040
something that troubles me personally is
603
00:29:51,150 --> 00:29:55,380
that they knew that vehicles were coming
604
00:29:53,039 --> 00:29:57,480
and they didn't know exactly when that
605
00:29:55,380 --> 00:29:59,130
they knew they'd be coming year so they
606
00:29:57,480 --> 00:30:01,890
watched the skies for three days until
607
00:29:59,130 --> 00:30:05,400
that vehicle arrived and it was enormous
608
00:30:01,890 --> 00:30:09,210
Linda we estimate at the moment 280
609
00:30:05,400 --> 00:30:11,070
meters of 800 feet wide and the spoke
610
00:30:09,210 --> 00:30:13,860
thing that fills the corridors and
611
00:30:11,069 --> 00:30:15,929
hospitals there is so much so he came
612
00:30:13,859 --> 00:30:18,929
through the vents for my exciting tada
613
00:30:15,930 --> 00:30:21,299
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stills and filled the air like fog was
614
00:30:18,930 --> 00:30:23,430
falling from the air so there was some
615
00:30:21,299 --> 00:30:25,680
kind of explosion but I didn't hear the
616
00:30:23,430 --> 00:30:28,259
explosion from here and I'm about two
617
00:30:25,680 --> 00:30:31,769
miles away from hunterson so whatever it
618
00:30:28,259 --> 00:30:33,629
was the explosion was enormous and they
619
00:30:31,769 --> 00:30:37,019
removed it from smile of wood is in
620
00:30:33,630 --> 00:30:40,350
turnips are there eyewitnesses to
621
00:30:37,019 --> 00:30:44,069
chinook helicopters physically lifting
622
00:30:40,349 --> 00:30:46,409
something out of smile log woods what
623
00:30:44,069 --> 00:30:48,539
witnesses have seen the Chinook's taking
624
00:30:46,410 --> 00:30:51,450
big trucks into there and removing
625
00:30:48,539 --> 00:30:54,149
something from my log woods it takes
626
00:30:51,450 --> 00:30:56,519
about five minutes flight flying to get
627
00:30:54,150 --> 00:30:58,620
to st. Athens Air Base where they landed
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628
00:30:56,519 --> 00:30:59,759
and took off immediately and this went
629
00:30:58,619 --> 00:31:03,000
on for three hours
630
00:30:59,759 --> 00:31:06,809
so the Chinooks were continuing to
631
00:31:03,000 --> 00:31:11,099
operate in the smile log woods even if
632
00:31:06,809 --> 00:31:14,759
it were dark yes yes I do have videos
633
00:31:11,099 --> 00:31:17,099
for myself not long after cars and her
634
00:31:14,759 --> 00:31:19,920
neighbors beam this craft appear in the
635
00:31:17,099 --> 00:31:23,099
fields of Pentos about half past two
636
00:31:19,920 --> 00:31:26,460
chinook helicopters appeared in several
637
00:31:23,099 --> 00:31:29,009
areas and I do have a video where it was
638
00:31:26,460 --> 00:31:30,750
flying not too far from my house where
639
00:31:29,009 --> 00:31:34,650
it was like making a circling pattern
640
00:31:30,750 --> 00:31:36,509
every 3 or 4 minutes for about 35 45
641
00:31:34,650 --> 00:31:38,910
minutes and then the Chinook's were
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642
00:31:36,509 --> 00:31:40,980
taken off whose smile of words there was
643
00:31:38,910 --> 00:31:43,560
yellow search tape on the common they
644
00:31:40,980 --> 00:31:46,349
went right through my log words roughly
645
00:31:43,559 --> 00:31:48,329
50 feet either side the debris trail
646
00:31:46,349 --> 00:31:48,869
that we followed that took off the tops
647
00:31:48,329 --> 00:31:51,480
of the trees
648
00:31:48,869 --> 00:31:53,129
these are conifer trees and all of the
649
00:31:51,480 --> 00:31:55,529
tops were off of the trees and laid
650
00:31:53,130 --> 00:31:57,660
right through the woods in a straight
651
00:31:55,529 --> 00:31:59,099
line when we got to the top of the ridge
652
00:31:57,660 --> 00:32:04,259
trees it didn't snap
653
00:31:59,099 --> 00:32:08,069
so at the midway point 23 in years now I
654
00:32:04,259 --> 00:32:12,599
am going to have on Monday both of these
655
00:32:08,069 --> 00:32:15,178
reports with photographs and some other
656
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00:32:12,599 --> 00:32:17,548
data about some of this physical
657
00:32:15,179 --> 00:32:18,780
evidence at my news website earth
658
00:32:17,548 --> 00:32:22,319
files.com
659
00:32:18,779 --> 00:32:26,548
so listeners tonight go to earth files
660
00:32:22,319 --> 00:32:29,730
on Monday Earth files calm and this will
661
00:32:26,548 --> 00:32:32,190
be at the top of my headlines page with
662
00:32:29,730 --> 00:32:36,900
links to these reports so that you can
663
00:32:32,190 --> 00:32:39,840
see the trees and various other pieces
664
00:32:36,900 --> 00:32:43,679
of information and maps and that sort of
665
00:32:39,839 --> 00:32:49,319
thing and all of this made me remember
666
00:32:43,679 --> 00:32:53,669
that in it was the 1980s and it was
667
00:32:49,319 --> 00:32:56,730
somebody I met from Idaho and it was a
668
00:32:53,669 --> 00:32:59,340
similar report about how roads were
669
00:32:56,730 --> 00:33:01,288
blocked off in the Sawtooth National
670
00:32:59,339 --> 00:33:05,038
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Forest northeast of Mountain Home Air
671
00:33:01,288 --> 00:33:07,408
Base but the person talking to me was in
672
00:33:05,038 --> 00:33:10,230
the military at the time and told me he
673
00:33:07,409 --> 00:33:13,490
had first-hand knowledge that a silver
674
00:33:10,230 --> 00:33:17,159
disc may be 30 to 50 feet in diameter
675
00:33:13,490 --> 00:33:19,859
had come down or crashed into a creek
676
00:33:17,159 --> 00:33:23,549
area and that he was in a military group
677
00:33:19,859 --> 00:33:27,479
sent to block off as many roads as
678
00:33:23,548 --> 00:33:30,179
possible to the site and the cover story
679
00:33:27,480 --> 00:33:32,460
to the news media and the public was
680
00:33:30,179 --> 00:33:36,419
there had been a large tanker truck
681
00:33:32,460 --> 00:33:39,179
overturned but he told me firsthand what
682
00:33:36,419 --> 00:33:41,730
had happened and I've tried to find
683
00:33:39,179 --> 00:33:44,788
other people who might know about that
684
00:33:41,730 --> 00:33:47,579
incident as well where did that UFO go
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685
00:33:44,788 --> 00:33:51,210
how was it transported out of the
686
00:33:47,579 --> 00:33:55,529
mountainous woods and to where and then
687
00:33:51,210 --> 00:33:58,319
also back in the late 1980s I was first
688
00:33:55,529 --> 00:34:02,250
introduced to the concept the words
689
00:33:58,319 --> 00:34:04,950
earth secret war by an Army Intelligence
690
00:34:02,250 --> 00:34:08,398
whistleblower who told me he had been in
691
00:34:04,950 --> 00:34:10,648
a very high-level meeting back east on
692
00:34:08,398 --> 00:34:12,989
one of the corridors around Washington
693
00:34:10,648 --> 00:34:16,829
DC with
694
00:34:12,989 --> 00:34:18,569
real scientists some pretend scientists
695
00:34:16,829 --> 00:34:21,239
meaning that they were from the alphabet
696
00:34:18,570 --> 00:34:24,629
soup spying on each other and pretending
697
00:34:21,239 --> 00:34:28,378
to be scientists a real general and a
698
00:34:24,628 --> 00:34:32,279
couple of pretend officers also alphabet
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699
00:34:28,378 --> 00:34:34,769
soup spies but he was impressed and
700
00:34:32,280 --> 00:34:37,320
disturbed by the discussion with the
701
00:34:34,769 --> 00:34:41,489
real scientists in the room because the
702
00:34:37,320 --> 00:34:45,179
subject was UFOs and genetic
703
00:34:41,489 --> 00:34:47,579
manipulation and hybridization he told
704
00:34:45,179 --> 00:34:50,579
me back then he did not fully understand
705
00:34:47,579 --> 00:34:52,378
the conversation or the implications but
706
00:34:50,579 --> 00:34:55,110
when the meeting was over and they were
707
00:34:52,378 --> 00:34:58,230
heading out the door he overheard the
708
00:34:55,110 --> 00:35:01,680
general asked one of the real scientists
709
00:34:58,230 --> 00:35:04,949
quote well how do you think Earth's
710
00:35:01,679 --> 00:35:06,509
secret war is going and he said the
711
00:35:04,949 --> 00:35:11,219
scientist answered
712
00:35:06,510 --> 00:35:14,250
I think it's futile well maybe what
713
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00:35:11,219 --> 00:35:16,739
happened in Wales a year ago is a signal
714
00:35:14,250 --> 00:35:19,739
that whatever conflicts human military
715
00:35:16,739 --> 00:35:23,009
are having with an alien presence
716
00:35:19,739 --> 00:35:26,549
humans are not backing down and in fact
717
00:35:23,010 --> 00:35:29,820
in lunch ascent and smile our wood which
718
00:35:26,550 --> 00:35:33,180
is their Atlantis and it would seem that
719
00:35:29,820 --> 00:35:35,039
something violent happened in the land
720
00:35:33,179 --> 00:35:37,589
and the trees and that Chinook
721
00:35:35,039 --> 00:35:39,840
helicopters might have lifted out an
722
00:35:37,590 --> 00:35:42,869
object and I would like to make an
723
00:35:39,840 --> 00:35:45,960
appeal on behalf of Earth files.com and
724
00:35:42,869 --> 00:35:48,059
the Swansea UFO network that if anyone
725
00:35:45,960 --> 00:35:51,179
listening has any first-hand information
726
00:35:48,059 --> 00:35:55,608
about the whales events in February of
727
00:35:51,179 --> 00:36:00,089
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2016 a little less than one year ago or
728
00:35:55,608 --> 00:36:03,150
about the nature of a secret war on this
729
00:36:00,090 --> 00:36:06,990
planet with an alien presence please
730
00:36:03,150 --> 00:36:09,980
email me at earth files at earthfiles
731
00:36:06,989 --> 00:36:09,979
dot-com
732
00:36:10,889 --> 00:36:12,949
you
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